Timeline

Deadlines:

February 14, 2020 – Must finish hardware assembly

January 17, 2020 – Redo the hardware

February 19, 2020 – Must finish coding the Arduino

February 20, 2020 – Redo the hardware and finish testing

February 21, 2020 – Turn in all the files and the video

Meeting Time Report

February 7, 2020 at 3:00 PM:

Met during class to talk about team standards and created a contract. Agreed to research more information on the Audio Visualizer project. Also Assigned projects for each person.

February 14, 2020 at 1:00 PM:

Met for a moment to exchange the hardware to the coders.

February 18, 2020 at 12:00 PM:

Team members dropped off hardware to other team member to fix the hardware again. While the other two team members worked on their code again.

February 19, 2020 at 1:00 PM:

Team members started coding again and were given the hardware to test it to see if the hardware worked.

February 20, 2020 at 1:00 PM:

Team members struggled to get the hardware working again and stayed until the code worked with the working circuit later that night.